Peer-reviewed published clinical studies validating the efficacy and value of Philips BioTel Heart MCOT® (Mobile Cardiac Outpatient Telemetry) to monitor post-cryptogenic stroke patients
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Mobile Cardiac Outpatient Telemetry patch vs Implantable Loop Recorder in cryptogenic stroke patients in the US – cost-minimization model
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Study results

• An initial strategy of 30-day electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring with MCOT in diagnosis of AF in cryptogenic stroke patients realizes significant cost-savings compared to proceeding directly to ILR only.

• In the base case modeling, the MCOT arm detected 4.6 more patients with AFs compared to the ILR alone arm in a cohort of 1,000 patients (209 vs 45 patients with detected AFs, respectively).

• Using MCOT followed by ILR in half of the patients initially undiagnosed with AF leads to significant cost savings of $4,083,214 compared to ILR alone in a cohort of 1000 patients.

• Cost per patient with detected AF was significantly lower in the MCOT arm $29,598 vs $228,507 in the ILR only arm.

• Almost eight times lower costs were achieved with improved detection rates and reduction of secondary stroke risk due to new anticoagulant use in subjects with MCOT detected AF.

• These results strengthen emerging recommendations for prolonged ECG monitoring in secondary stroke prevention.
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Study results
• 68 patients in a single center study —retrospective analysis of patients who underwent a 21 day MCOT.
• AF was detected in 13/56 patients = 23%.
  – 5.3% of patients had runs of AF >30 seconds in duration.
  – 85% of patients had runs of AF <30 seconds in duration.
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Atrial fibrillation in cryptogenic stroke
Outpatient cardiac telemetry detects a high rate of atrial fibrillation in cryptogenic stroke
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Study results
• Retrospective analysis of all MCOT records for a period of 18 months (June 2009-January 2011) prescribed by Neurologists at a single Stroke Center.
• AF detected in 27 of 156 patients = 17.3%.
  – Two-thirds (n=18) developed episodes of PAF lasting less than 30 seconds.
  – 26% (n=7) lasting equal to or greater than 30 seconds.
  – 7% (n=2) had persistent AF.
• Mean time to first occurrence of AF was 8.8 days.
• Rate of PAF detection significantly increased from:
  – 3.9% in the initial 48 hours to
  – 9.2% at 7 days,
  – 15.1% at 14 days, and
  – 19.5% by 21 days
• MCOT provides a high rate of detection of AF in patients with cryptogenic stroke or TIA, and length of monitoring time is strongly associated with an increase in detection rate.
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Case-control study

Paroxysmal atrial fibrillation in cryptogenic stroke
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Study results

• 128 patients enrolled within 3 months of suffering first stroke.
• Paroxysmal Atrial Fibrillation (PAF) of any duration detected in 25% of total patients with MCOT monitoring.
• All episodes were asymptomatic.
• Nearly 20% of all patients (1 in 5) had AF detected in < 30 second episodes.